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Abstract 

Consumerism has had a massive impact on many facets of the world we live in. It has impacts on 

the environment, psychology, and society. With that said, it has been an ongoing phenomenon 

for quite some time now. In this paper, I discuss how it has evolved with technology in play. My 

concept of digital consumerism is conceived from the combination of abundant and powerful 

technology with traditional consumerism. The merging of these two factors is hugely impactful 

because of the effects it has had on data and the way people consume. Digital consumerism 

stands firmly on its own when compared to traditional consumerism. It evolved from traditional 

consumerism, but it certainly has its own qualities as well as impacts. These are what I will 

explore in the pages to follow. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

 The process of creating my thesis was a significant amount of exploration in how 

consumerism has evolved, and how consumerist behavior has taken form in a digital economy. 

My original inspiration for my thesis was from a class that I had taken on American 

Consumerism. That class focused heavily on the historical and psychological impacts of 

consumerism. Many of the ideas that I learned in that class translate to my thesis. For example, 

how consumerism can create a false narrative of value in what one possesses. With the ideas I 

got from that class, I began to think in terms of modern consumerism. In that process of thinking, 

I arrived at two forks. The first fork was tangibility. For the class I had taken, we had been 

entirely speaking on material goods. We hadn’t really discussed the idea of the digital space and 

its role in consumerism. There are significant differences in how material goods are consumed 

and how digital goods are consumed, and both have different ramifications. The second fork I 

ran into was closely related to the former I had mentioned. This fork is money. This fork I had 

arrived at raised a significant question. Is a monetary transaction a prerequisite for consumerism? 

These two forks were fundamental in the development of my thesis as they form a basis for the 

rest of my thesis.  
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Introduction 

 Consumerism is no longer a new phenomenon. It has risen steadily become one of the 

paramount aspects of everyday life in America. There has been a significant exploration of how 

consumerism has affected us as humans. These effects range from how our very psyche operates 

to how we interact with the environment. Consumerism has become so tightly integrated into 

American culture that we have days dedicated to it. Cultural holidays became more about 

consumption rather than celebration. What drives the average person’s desire for non-essential 

goods? There is some room for debate in how much of that desire is innate and how much of it is 

artificially created by the marketing industry which is in turn created by America’s economic 

model. Another aspect of the sphere of consumerism is the question of sustainability. How 

sustainable is the rate of conventional consumerism that we engage in? One of the main drivers 

of consumerism is the economic benefits that are reaped when the public is convinced to buy in 

excess. The benefits are at least partially manufactured by the economic model of capitalism. 

The economic system creates large incentives for corporations to convince consumers that they 

need things that are considered luxuries. This encouragement to be in constant consumption has 

not only transformed how people are spending their money, but also how they spend their time. 

While digital consumerism evolved from traditional consumerism, it stands on its own 

because of the critical aspects that exclusively pertain to digital consumerism. My 

conception of digital consumerism does not require a monetary transaction, it does not 

require a physical product, and, most importantly, it has driven the value of data upwards 

which has resulted in a huge evolution of capitalism. These three main ideas play into how 

digital consumerism differentiates itself from that of traditional consumerism.  

Traditional Consumerism  
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Traditional consumerism has roots in the 1800s when things like department stores and 

mail catalogs came onto the scene. These small developments made way for the rapid escalation 

of consumerist behavior into the next century. The 1900s are when consumerism really exploded 

(Emerald, 5). A big factor in why consumerism became so large is that the American economy 

had gotten to the point where it was satisfying the basic needs of many individuals. For those 

who had already had their needs satisfied, new demands were created. These new consumer 

demands were meant to convince people to buy things that they had not even considered needing 

before the product was advertised to them. In other words, it was creating a false set of needs in 

the consumer for luxury items. This loop spiraled further and further until we get to the point that 

we are at currently. One of the challenges for the businesspeople of the time was creating false 

needs that would convince people to buy. This, of course, spawned the industries of advertising 

and marketing. These industries have grown over time and are directly birthed by consumerism. 

These business disciplines exist for the sole purpose of promoting consumption to the general 

public. These new needs were geared towards social status, convenience, and fashion statements 

rather than essentials (Emerald, 8).  

 With this shift taking place, the goalposts moved. Previously, the goalposts were set 

where one’s needs were met. After the explosion of consumerism, the goalposts are infinitely 

moving forward because the needs are now arbitrarily defined. Businesses are incentivized to 

keep creating false needs for the consumer because the economic system that they exist in 

requires them to grow. If false needs are always being created, then there is no certain tipping 

point. If consumption is the coal that fuels the economic fire, then government and businesses 

alike will continue to promote it regardless of the ill effects rapid consumerism has on things 

other than the economy. Unfortunately for businesses and politicians, the economy is not the 
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only factor that consumerism has an impact on. There are other aspects at play as well. For 

example, the ecological and psychological factors of excessive consumerism are key components 

to consumerism’s impact. As for the ecological impact, it is well known that excessive 

consumption has resulted in the degradation of the environment. With enormous demand from 

consumers for luxury products in industrialized countries, there is an increase in natural 

resources that must be used. The use of these natural resources has increased exponentially with 

the rapid expansion of consumerism. Because of this, the environment suffers, and less 

industrialized countries face a lot of those environmental consequences (Emerald, 11).   

How Technology Grew Around Consumerism 

It wasn’t until the 21st century that e-commerce became a key component of traditional 

consumerism. By this time, consumerism had already exploded and become an integral part of 

the American identity. Given consumerism’s role in American society, it was only natural that it 

expanded to the digital marketplace. The advent of the Internet and the technology that 

accompanies it became simply an extension of the already existing traditional consumerist 

feedback loop. In fact, it made the process much more efficient and easier for the consumer. The 

consumer could now purchase things with just a digital interface and the product simply arrives 

at their doorstep in some number of days. E-commerce had accounted for 14 percent of total 

sales by the end of 2020 (Census, 1). This percentage is continually rising as more and more 

consumers are adopting technology that allows them to engage in the online marketplace. This 

increase will also be driven by product availability in the digital space.  

There are several different ways traditional consumerism has translated to the digital. 

One easy example is Amazon, which many would consider comparable to Walmart with the 

exception that Amazon exists in an exclusively online space. Amazon’s strategy is comparable to 
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Walmart’s because of its low cost and broad product strategy. As a consumer, Amazon is often 

the catch-all where you can likely buy commonly known products. It is incredibly easy to buy a 

product on Amazon. One-click purchases make consuming easier than it ever has been. From 

clothing to electronics to jewelry, there is ample opportunity to buy. Other traditional consumer 

activities have made their way online, but they very closely follow Amazon’s model. Consumer-

to-consumer platforms like eBay and Etsy have found a market for individuals selling their 

goods to each other (Santos, 133). Other e-commerce sites exist that serve more niche products 

such as board games or specific shoes. With all of this said, it is easy to demonstrate how 

traditional consumerism has evolved with technology. 

What is Digital Consumerism? 

In the previous section, I discussed how traditional consumerism had translated to the 

online space, but it isn’t exactly what I would consider to be digital consumerism. I would 

consider it to be traditional consumerism that technology is simply streamlining. In other words, 

these are consumerist activities where a real, tangible product is being purchased just like how 

you would buy something at a physical store. Instead, I define digital consumerism as: 

1. The transaction does not involve any kind of physical good. The product must be 

completely digital. 

2. The transaction doesn’t require an exchange of money. 

These two qualifiers can seem a bit antithetical to what consumerism is. Typically, one may 

think that you cannot acquire goods without purchasing power, and if there is no physical good, 

then what is there to even consume? But then, think of all the activities that are made possible 

with the existence and dominance of the Internet and its surrounding platforms. Platforms like 
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YouTube and Tik Tok are fine examples of newly emerged entertainment activities. If you think 

of these activities in terms of consumption, they may not immediately fit the consumerist model, 

but I am not convinced that trading away your data for the pleasure of infinite media is not a part 

of the evolution of consumerism. Along with that, I think there is a lot of exploration for the 

acquisition of luxury items that are digital goods. Weapon skins in Valorant and Counter Strike 

are great examples here. These digital items are completely cosmetic, but they are absolutely 

luxury in their prices. Since traditional consumerism is very caught up in the idea of people’s 

affection for strictly material goods, there is much room to grow the area of study. 

Examples of Digital Consumerism: Consumption without Currency 

 Some of the first examples that I thought of when conceptualizing digital consumerism 

were platforms like Tik Tok. Tik Tok has steadily risen in popularity since its initial conception 

in 2016. Below, the growth is displayed by downloads in each quarter: 
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Because of Tik Tok’s massive growth in recent years, it spawned several clones from other large 

social media companies. For example, Facebook and Google quickly created their own 

respective variants called Instagram Reels and YouTube Shorts. These platforms have both 

steadily grown in popularity, but Tik Tok remains the most popular.  

So, why would I consider platforms like this to fall under the category of digital 

consumerism? To begin, I should give an explanation for how exactly these platforms work. The 

concept is very simple; these platforms are hosts for very quick user-generated videos. Basically, 

one creates an account, and immediately start watching videos. As individuals watch videos, they 

have the option to follow creators, like the videos as they view them, and make comments. For 

the time that people are using these platforms, a myriad of data is being harvested from them and 

their device. These platforms are incredibly reliant on the use of artificial intelligence and 

algorithms to generate data on users. This data is then used to keep one interested in the videos 

they are watching. As one can imagine, the longer one uses these platforms, the more data is 

generated. This allows for videos that are better curated for the user. This model’s principle 

characteristic is its aggressive reliance on the generation of data on one’s video consumption 

habits. This artificial intelligence approach has been so effective at gathering users’ attention that 

warnings have been issued on the addictive nature of these models (Davis, 1). This personalized 

stream of content quickly seems to know your preferences better than you do. Since people’s 

stated preferences often do not match their actual preferences, the algorithm has an easier time 

“solving” you than you do (Davis, 2).  

These short video mediums are not the only examples of digital consumerism that lack 

monetary transactions. Other social media would fall under this category as well, but these short 

video mediums have mastered the art of gathering data quickly and efficiently. Things like 
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Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Reddit all still absolutely fall under this category of digital 

consumerism. At the heart of this idea is the concept of trading your data for content which is 

something you do with all these platforms. This is a transaction that people often do not think 

about, but a large portion of people are very often engaged in.  

Examples of Digital Consumerism: Consumption without Product 

Another example of what I would consider to be digital consumerism is the emergence of 

online gambling for digital content particularly within video games. Games oftentimes have 

digital content that alter the game in some way. This digital content is locked behind what are 

known as “loot boxes” (Hamari, 5). There are countless examples of video games using this 

monetization method that preys on the consumptive nature of the players. The digital items that 

players are gambling for are artificially valuable just based on the rarity of the item. These digital 

items have no worth outside of the game itself. The transaction and the product are both 

completely digital, yet it capitalizes on the culture of consumption that was previously thought to 

be the enamor for physical things. Some popular forms of digital content that are locked behind 

loot boxes are things like characters, weapon skins, vehicle skins, and in-game currencies. These 

digital items have no tangibility, but they certainly have clout attached to their attainment. 

Showing off a rare cosmetic skin to an opponent or a teammate in game echoes that very same 

feeling of showing off expensive shoes or car.  

So, how much money is actually in this industry? What are some of the most valuable 

digital items? Juniper Research estimated that by 2025, the digital loot box industry will reach 20 

billion dollars in revenue (Gardner, 1). Below is the most expensive weapon skin in Counter-

Strike: Global Offensive according to Dexterto: 
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The absolute ridiculousness of the perceived value of an in-game weapon skin sheds some light 

on the size of this market. The insane growth of this market is a further evolution of 

consumerism. These digital products are bought and paid for with real money just as you would 

for any other product. Below is direct screen capture from my very own Steam market. 

If I wanted to, I could very easily purchase these items with the credit card attached to my 
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account. People absolutely do purchase these items. As I had previously touched on, luxury 

products are continually spawned from an artificial need. Somehow, consumers have been 

successfully convinced that these digital products are worth thousands of dollars of their earned 

money.  

 As I mentioned earlier, the industries of marketing and advertising are the ones who are 

tasked with creating these artificial needs. So, in this case, how did they do it? The in-game 

stores are often indirect and cluttered to promote confusion among users who are browsing the 

store. One of the main tactics for selling these digital goods to the consumer is obfuscation of 

currency. For example, the currencies may have multiple layers before you actually peel it back 

to US dollars. One game that uses this tactic is Genshin Impact. Genshin Impact currencies 

include Primogems, Acquaint Fate, Intertwined Fate, Genesis Crystals, Starglitter, Stardust, and 

Mora. Unless you are an active and seasoned player of this game, then this likely all sounds like 

nonsense to you and that is absolutely the expectation. The creators of the product know what 

they are doing when bloating the in-game currency, and it is an effective strategy. Some of the 

currencies are directly related, and then some are not related at all. To give a full explanation of 

how all the currencies interact would be excessive; the important takeaway from this example is 

that the currency bloat of Genshin Impact is a tactic that is being used widely in digital 

consumerism. These tactics echo similar motives of the original marketers and advertisers during 

the advent of traditional consumerism.  

How has Digital Consumerism Driven the Value of Data 

In the modern age, data is often to referred to as “the new oil” (Hoffmann, 1). Depending 

on who you ask, it may be seen as a ridiculous claim, but there is no doubt that data as resource 

has blown up in value significantly over the last decade. One of the unique things about data as a 
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resource is that it is only valuable in aggregation. Without a means to collect mass amounts of 

data, there is not much profit to be made. Another unique aspect of data is that it has the potential 

to become stale. Data as a resource has a timeframe where it is valuable. Once data loses its 

relevance, then it becomes stale and is no longer valuable (Fan, 3). Now, what could be used as a 

means to gather mass amounts of data? Platforms like Tik Tok work tremendously at gathering 

data. In Tik Tok’s case, they are gathering data as a means to grow their own platform. It is a 

closed loop. Tik Tok is benefitting from data collection because it keeps them coming back. Tik 

Tok uses advertisements to make actual profit from their giant userbase.  Other companies gather 

data to sell. These companies are called data brokers. Experian, Epsilon, Cambridge Analytica, 

and Acxiom are all examples of data brokers (Rockefeller, 3). These companies source their data 

in a number of different ways, but it is overwhelmingly collected via the Internet. Online 

consumption is absolutely one of these sources. As people’s consumption habits have 

transitioned to the digital space, the amount of data available to be aggregated has gone up. As 

more data becomes available, larger data sets become more common. The larger an aggregate of 

data is, the more valuable it will be. Essentially, digital consumerism is at least partially the coal 

that feeds the value of data. Data brokers take full advantage of this. In the United States, there is 

very little protection in terms of your data. So, who are data brokers selling to and why are they 

interested in buying it? What makes their services valuable? Clients of these companies are 

diverse in their interests. Advertisers, financial institutions, government agencies, political 

interests, and historians are all possible buyers of data, but this is a far from a complete list. Each 

of these potential clients have their own set of reasons for needing an aggregate of data. 

Marketers may want it to better understand their customer. Historians or psychologists may want 

to use it to conduct their research. Government institutions may want it to better understand their 
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constituents. The methods in which they are collected are certainly controversial. Once your data 

is out their for retrieval, you have very little say in what happens to it from there. At this point in 

time, it seems our data is treated more as a commodity rather than a part of our personal identity 

(Couldry and Mejias, 6). Just like consumerism, this is because of the capitalist system that we 

exist within. Our data is exploited because there is profit incentive that drives this very 

exploitation. Given that there is very little legislation in allowing the common person to reclaim 

their data, this is the reality.  

The relationship between modern data usage and capitalism has been called data 

colonialism (Couldry and Mejias, 1). This idea is a combination of the predatory practices of 

colonization with high technology power and potential for data extraction. Functionally, it is the 

wealthy corporation with the technological capacity to extract from the common person and 

doing just that. In their paper on data colonialism, Nick Couldry and Ulises Mejias propose that 

data colonialism will usher in a new evolution of capitalism where the appropriation of the 

common person’s data is a central theme. The expansiveness of data as a resource and the 

potential for capital within that extraction is the driving force behind that theme. The main 

reason capitalism evolves because of data colonialism is a new social order is created. Those at 

the top of this new social order would be those who have the means to collect and extract data on 

a massive scale. The dichotomy of this social order is those who are constantly, and I mean 

literally constantly, being exploited for the data they produce, and then those who have the 

means to exploit. One such company that you may think of is Facebook as an exploiter.  

The ethics of this are obviously questionable. There is an important global philosophical 

debate happening as to whether or not people’s data should be their property. The exploiters of 

data would say that the mass extraction of data is actually a public service because of the benefits 
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it reaps for everyone, and there is absolutely some truth to that. But, in a way, the data you 

produce is part of who you are. It is part of your personal identity as a human being. Just think 

about what data actually is in terms of yourself. The videos you’re interested in. The songs you 

like. The things that make you click away. The clothes that make you feel confident. The people 

you enjoy interacting with. The content that you think is funny. The personal information that 

you want to share online. Think of all the ways people use technology. People use technology to 

make friends. They use it to compete. They use it to find jobs. They use it for financial 

assistance. They use it to care for their health. They even use it to find the love their life. 

Technology and the Internet are so multipurposed at this point, that it is nearly impossible to not 

have some amount of your own data shared online and exploited. The question is “Is it worth it 

to lose all control and privacy of your own data so that Tik Tok can more accurately show you a 

funny 7 second video?” Obviously, I am employing some hyperbole with that statement, but for 

the common person, this isn’t too far off from what the tradeoff looks like. The data colonizers 

are absolutely betting on the assumption that people will default to apathy. This is a 

philosophical debate that everyone is involved in as the outcome will transform the future 

tremendously.  

Tying It Together 

The entire phenomenon of data colonization spawns from digital consumerism. Digital 

consumerism was birthed from technology and consumerism. Consumerism was essential to 

capitalism. Digital consumerism’s unique formation and diversion from traditional consumerism 

all stem from the original three points in my thesis statement: a monetary transaction is not 

required, a physical product is not required, and the way it has made the value of data rise. These 

three concepts all work together in how they form digital consumerism. As I had explained 
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previously, the lack of a need for a monetary transaction is because much of digital consumerism 

is driven by trading your data for consumption. This interacts deeply with the concept of data’s 

rise in value. If people are trading away their data, it makes sense that it would drive the value of 

data upward. The physical product aspect is really the other side of digital consumerism. It more 

closely mirrors traditional consumerism, but without the tangibility of a car or shoes. The digital 

merchandise still carries some amount of clout, not unlike a nice pair of shoes.  

So, why does this differentiation matter? Is this not just picking arbitrary minute 

differences between the two and making a thesis about it? I don’t think that’s the case at all. It 

matters because digital consumerism has paved the path for data’s value which has resulted in 

the mass harvesting of the common person’s data. The mass harvesting of data has spawned 

platforms that thrive off of data generation, markets for data collection and sales, and the misuse 

of data by organizations. Just a few years ago we had the Cambridge Analytica incident where 

data was at the center of the conversation (Chan, 1). Digital consumerism has altered the world 

in such radical ways that you cannot simply draw a line to these new phenomenon from 

traditional consumerism. There absolutely must be something in the middle.  
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